Pion-photoproduction amplitude is calculated within a consistent isobar model already used to fix the Zl++ ( 1232 MeV) parameters in pion nucleon scattering and bremsstrahlung. This amplitude is expressed in terms of (physical) on-shell quantities and off-shell contributions coming from final state interactions. These latter are isolated in principal value integrals on the non-polar part of the pion-nucleon A"-matrix. being (ii) Those where FSI are generated dynamically through loop integrals present in the amplitude which account for offshell effects [7] [8] [9] , known as dynamical models.
The pion-photoproduction reaction is one of the most suit able mechanisms to study the nucleon structure and nucleon resonances. During the last thirty years, several models have been proposed to describe the yN ->■ N'ji amplitude and ob servables. These Within the developed models we have Breit-Wigner treat ment of resonances plus non-resonant tree-level amplitudes, be ing unitarity incorporated through adjustable phases to satisfy the Watson theorem [1] . Also, we have models where the am plitude is expressed in terms of the A"-matrix and pion-nucleon scattering phase shifts [2, 3] . Other approaches are based on E-mail address: mariano@venus.fisica.unlp.edu.ar. isobar models where the resonant amplitude is built using the Feynman rules coming from effective Lagrangians, divided in two types of models:
(i) Those where the amplitude remains on-shell and the FSI are directly dropped or treated effectively through the usage of form factors and adjustable phases to get unitarity [4] [5] [6] , known as effective Lagrangian approaches (ELA);
(ii) Those where FSI are generated dynamically through loop integrals present in the amplitude which account for offshell effects [7] [8] [9] , known as dynamical models.
One of the main objectives of these studies, was the de termination of the nucleon deformation. As it is well-known the A+(1232 MeV), lowest energy nucleon resonance, is ex cited through the yp(Sn = l/2+) -♦ zl+fS71 = 3/2+) transi tion where the magnetic dipole (Ml) and electric quadrupole (E2) multipolarities would participate. [11] , while the differential one was found in very good agreement with exper imental data. Then, from data for the radiative n+p scattering, we carried the latest determination of the magnetic dipole mo ment Pa++ = (6.14 ± 0.51)e/2mp, in agreement with predic tions coming from the phenomenological quark model [12, 13] . Consequently, the aim of this work will be to get a new deter mination for the magnetic (Gm) and electric (Ge) form factors in "full consistency" with our previous calculations, using now data coming from the yp n°p and yp -7r+n processes. In the present model we introduce some refinements, required in the photoproduction case, but the A mass, width, and nN A coupling will be the same as before.
The pion-photproduction amplitude produced by a photon with polarization e(X) reads Fig. 1 ) that together lead to a gauge invariant amplitude, plus the p and a>-exchange contributions (graphs in the second row of Fig. 1 ) and the A-cross term (second graph in the third row of Fig. 1 ), being these two last self-invariant by construction. Within Bp we in clude only the A-pole contribution (first graph in the third row of Fig. 1 ) Next we make the same splitting T = Tp + TNP [7] , where Tnp satisfies the equation
M(k) =
being VNP the contribution to the nN scattering potential involving intermediate nucleons, A-cross, and the p and cr meson-exchanges shown in Fig. 2 , they providing a smoothlyvarying background around the resonance region [11] . As we did with the N-pole contribution, we adopt physical masses and couplings. On the other hand, Tp is built as [7] T -fûNflgAfANx where
and = = (6) are respectively the n N -• A vertex and A propagator, dressed by the NP interaction. Finally, by substitution of Eqs. (3) to (5) in (1), the photoproduction amplitude can be cast into the form
being.
has background (first term in brackets) plus resonant (second term in brackets) contributions. In order to deal with effective real coupling con stants fulfilling unitarity at the same time, it is convenient to put T in terms of the real K-matrix operator [14] , which satisfies
From here we work in the nN CM-system where q^ = (£)r(q),q) and = (E^(-q). -q), and within the Thomp son three-dimensional reduction (TTR) prescription [15, 16] where four-dimensional momentum integrals are reduced to three-dimensional ones, replacing G by the 
where A and a are arbitrary parameters. This ensures that phys ical amplitudes involving the A resonance are independent of A [18, 19] and that spurious spin-1/2 components are removed from the field describing an on-shell A-particle. The ¿Ayr(A) Lagrangian reads
where and K^. are define in Ref. [20] . Here G°M and G°E are the bare form factors at k2 -0, which are dressed by FSI through the PV integrals, while pin and mA are the physical N and A masses respectively. As it was proved in Ref. [17] , in the case of elastic and radia tive n + p scattering, the A-dependent Feynman rules involving the A can be replaced by a set of A-independent vertices and propagators called reduced Feynman rules. Also, in the yp -> Nn resonant amplitude this will be true, being the pole-term contribution (/»^ = ^<7^, 4 
where iha and rA are parameters to fit (see [12] ) and then by inversion of (16) we get [22] gA = Gllv(m°A mA ~ iTa/2).
This approximation is known as the complex mass scheme (CMS) and is well justified for the amplitudes involving inter mediate Z° and gauge boson [23, 24] and the p± meson resonances [25] . We have used successfully the CMS to treat the Zl++ resonance in the 7r+p scattering, keeping at the same time gauge invariance in the radiative case [12] , Note that as conse quence of (18) , BPa is a complex quantity that should behave as a real amplitude times cos3Q.e'(5"+^"), in order to satisfy the Watson theorem [7, 26] for Ntt = H7r+.
to the experimental analysis. In a first step, to avoid the calculus of PV integrals we para meterized the yp -> A vertex in Eq. (12) as
where Gm and GE will be considered "effective" form factors, to be fitted. The PV contributions in the first term of Eq. (11) are dropped getting M"=cos3Q,e!5"(Bwp -e)" Fig. 3 as "non-unitary" since as consequence of the absence of FSI the unitarity is severely violated, specially in the E^y multi pole where the background contribution (first term in Eq. (21)) is quite dominant. The lacking of unitarity comes from the fact that these contributions are real, nevertheless we showed in rr+p scattering as was possible to recover it by multiply ing the amplitude by a fixed phase being </) adjusted to satisfy the condition lm/W = -l/2|/W|2 [12] , The direct conse quence of unitarity in the case of photoproduction is the Watson theorem, asserting that the phase of each multipole should cor respond to the pion-nucleon phase shift in the same channel. (j)a, known in other models as unitarization phases [1, 6, 9] , here have a clear origin ((j)a = arctgfjrpVNPa)) and play the same role as <p, being adjusted (by simplicity in place of being calcu lated) so that e~'tl>aBPa ~ cos Sae'Sa x real amplitude. These are shown in Fig. 4 Model I. RRF used in [9] where for the intermediate hadrons in Gth a global one (A2 + q2"/A2 + q2)2 was adopted, with A -400 MeV. The corresponding RRF for the VNP and 5/( driven terms are from Refs. [1] and [30] , respectively, to have consistence with Ref. [9] :
Model II. RFF adopted in Ref. [31] , with (A2 -(q2n -m2) ) for the pion leg, where pon = (V Pon + m2,p). Here for the intermediate hadrons we adopt A^/(A^ + sq2), which accounts for (see [31] ) the effect of the higher-mass states on the high-energy behavior of the nN propagator. The momentum dependence of the RFF in the nu cleon born terms of BNP causes a lack of the gauge invariance. To overcome this shortcoming we adopt a "very" simplifying approximation adopting F(q) = (F7T(qJT)FN(qN)FN(ql N) Still, we have only two free parameters G°M, G°E to fit once choosed a RFF model. We found a strong dependence of the fitting when we change from one to another model, spe cially for G°E that until it ends up changing sign depending on the case, as can be seen in Table 1 where G°M, G°E and the bare REM = -GQ E/GQ M ratio (which should be contrasted with Table 1 E fits to the . £3/" multipoles using different RFF models in the calculation of PV contributions. Also we show values (%) for the bare R^M and physical Rem = ImEj^"/ImM^' (at £y such that Re[M3/", £j/"J = 0) ratios and for the helicity amplitudes A1/2. EJMeV] Fig. 5 . Here the Model II leads to the best approximation, which still being the closest to the CIM re sults does not give a so good data description as it, since we are not fitting the cutoff parameters to get a coincidence with the experiment. The pattern followed by the different RFF models in Fig. 5 for E'^ rough repeats for the others S and P nonresonant multipoles whose we have available data in the region of interest of our analysis, as shown in Fig. 6 . The CIM agree ment and the difference between the models in the Ey)' case are no so evident, since as has been pointed out [6] this mul tipole is quite dominated by the contribution of the V(1520) resonance, not included in our model. The second criteria is to analyze the RFF depending on if they lead to a positive or negative value for G^. From Eq. (12) we see that the PV off-shell integral dresses the bare vertex. It can be seen [22] that this contribution adds coher ently with both, in the and E^~ amplitudes, for G^ > 0 while when G^ < 0 they interfere destructively only in the £^2 case and the PV contribution ( Table 2 . As the majority these models do not include the pion cloud contri bution, the reported values for G°M are above us, but Ref. [35] where we get a close value for G°M and the half for G°E. As mat ter of fact, at the moment of comparing, not only REM should be taken into account but also G°M and G°E. This was not ob served in recent comparisons with quark models [39] . We see that our values are consistent with the quark model in Ref. [33] and with the more recent lattice quenched (pion cloud contri bution not included) calculations [37] . In recent preliminary unquenched [38] calculations G°M, get closer to our result. Nev ertheless, we stress that all, G°M -Pts) Fig. 7 . With "Model II" we indicate the calculus of the and E1+' using the amplitude of Eq. (11) with £(, given in Eq. (12), and using the Model II to calculate the form factors involved in the calculus of the PV integrals. Data are the same as in Fig. 3 . 
